
 

Emerald VCL FMX Premium Style For Delphi Rio

the premium style pack for delphi xe6 is available from embarcadero (the vcl xe6 premium style
pack is also available here ). i hope you enjoy this new set of premium styles for delphi xe7

firemonkey. after talking to embarcadero i found out that the new premium styles for delphi are not
in the marketplace yet. so you have to wait until the next update. i have a link on my site that has
the new firemonkey style pack for delphi xe7. you should always try to make style as much self-

contained as possible. thus, when you download this style, you will get only the files that are actually
required for your style to work. please, do not include style files in your package because they might

be unnecessary (and also take a lot of space) all you need to do is to create your style and to call
registerstyle procedure of cmst component. there is no need to register style as control or form

style. all you need is registerstyle procedure. this procedure should be called by every application or
package, not only by style. it registers style to stdstyles dictionary. if you need to create your own

package or application, please, download this style. it is not included into the package, but it is
saved in c:\program files\common files\research in motion\common\rimcommon\vcl\styles\rio (you
can find it by searching emerald in common folder) and all you need to do is to call registerstyle

procedure of cmst component. there is no need to register style as control or form style. all you need
is registerstyle procedure. this procedure should be called by every application or package, not only

by style. it registers style to stdstyles dictionary.
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Emerald VCL FMX Premium Style For Delphi Rio

the emerald vcl fmx premium style for delphi rio is now available for delphi xe7 firemonkey. the new
firemonkey premium styles support android, ios, windows, and osx. this new version of the

firemonkey style pack for xe7 contains four new premium styles which brings the total number of
premium styles for firemonkey to seven. the new styles are coral crystal, coral dark, emerald crystal,

and emerald dark. the other three styles which carry over from delphi xe6 firemonkey are jet,
diamond, and sterling. the jet theme is really popular with one of my clients who use it in direct sun.
the two coral styles are an orange coral color and the two emerald styles are an emerald green color
(who would have though). while testing out the coral and the emerald styles i noticed that the two

crystal versions are for use on a dark background. so if you use either of those styles you will need to
set the background on your form (or parent component) to something other than white. the crystal

versions have a lot of white controls in the style and white on white does not show up obviously.
these styles should also work great out in the direct sun with a black background because of the high

contrast that they offer. these new delphi xe7 firemonkey styles are a bit different from previous
styles because they take advantage of the new fireui multidevice design system. there is a readme
file with the styles which explains how to use them in fireui and ive included it below: this readme

outlines the steps to add custom styles to your multi-device application with delphi, c++builder and
rad studio xe7. 5ec8ef588b
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